Aligned extracellular matrix fibers enable fibroblasts to undergo myofibroblastic activation and lead to elongated cell morphology. The fibroblasts in turn contract to cause alignment of the extracellular matrix. This feedback process is critical in pathological occurrences such as desmoplasia and is not well understood. Using engineered fiber networks that serve as force sensors, we identify lateral protrusions with specific functions and morphology that are induced by elongated fibroblastic cells and which apply extracellular fiber-deflecting contractile forces. Lateral projections, named twines, produce twine bridges upon interacting with neighboring parallel fibers. These mature into "perpendicular lateral protrusions" (PLPs) that enable cells to spread laterally and effectively contract. Using quantitative microscopy, we show that the twines originate from the stratification of cyclic actin waves traversing the entire length of the cell. The primary twines swing freely in 3D and engage neighboring extracellular fibers. Once engaged, a lamellum extends from the primary twine and forms a second twine, which also engages with the neighboring fiber. As the lamellum fills in the space between the two twines, a sheet-like PLP is formed to contract effectively. By controlling the geometry of extracellular networks we confirm that anisotropic fibrous environments enable PLP formation, and these force-generating PLPs are oriented perpendicular to the parent cell body. PLP formation kinetics indicated mechanisms analogous to other/known actin-based structures. Our identification of force-exerting PLPs in anisotropic fibrous environments suggests an explanation for cancer-associated desmoplastic expansion at single-cell resolution, providing possible new clinical intervention opportunities.
INTRODUCTION
During acute wound healing, myofibroblastic activation of fibroblastic cells imparts inward forces and contracts the collagen-rich extracellular matrix (ECM). Upon wound resolution, this becomes the acellular scar. Myofibroblastic cell contraction is pivotal to many physiological processes (e.g., developmental, acute wound healing), but is also key to pathological instances like chronic inflammation and fibrosis-related diseases, including microenvironmental desmoplasia in solid cancers 1, 2 . It is thus not surprising that cancers have been described as chronic wounds for which desmoplasia, the contractile fibrous-like tumor-microenvironment, plays a pivotal role 3, 4 . In solid epithelial tumors, desmoplasia expands in a manner that simulates chronic wound extension 5 . In fact, in extreme cases such as pancreatic ductal adenocarcinomas (PDAC), desmoplasia can expand to encompass the majority of the tumor mass 6 . Interestingly, just as scarred tissue often presents with aligned collagen signatures, aligned ECM fibers were described as "tumor-associated collagen" or TAC signatures, hallmarks of detrimental patient outcomes [7] [8] [9] [10] . Importantly, inflammatory and myofibroblastic cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs) are known to be the local activated cells responsible for the production and remodeling of the topographically aligned, anisotropic, desmoplastic ECM. Of note, we previously demonstrated that anisotropic ECMs generated by CAFs can activate naïve fibroblastic cells into CAFs 11 , suggesting that aligned ECMs generated by CAFs could drive desmoplastic expansion. Despite extensive data regarding the role of aligned ECM in polarized migration 8, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , very little is known about ECM-dependent desmoplastic expansion. It is commonly understood that in aligned ECMs, cell elongation and polarity are maintained due to minimal probing in lateral directions 15 . In such scenarios, it is not understood how cells stretch onto multiple-fibers,and how lateral protrusions contract inwards to aid in desmoplastic remodeling and expansion. This study identifies and characterizes a new type of contractile, lateral fibroblast protrusion through which aligned ECM triggers desmoplastic expansion.
Lateral protrusions or spikes are well-documented in multiple cell types (growth cones, mesenchymal, fibrosarcoma, hepatocytes, and conjunctival cells) 17, 18 and occur in varying sizes and morphologies to serve unique purposes. 18, 19 These structures have been implicated in the proteolytic degradation of the 3D interstitial ECM by cancer cells 18 , and by leukocytes in probing the vascular membrane for permissive sites, which eventually allow vascular extravasation 20 . Leukocytes experiencing shear flow 'roll,' via transient tethering, using receptor-ligand bonds. 21, 22 The tethering interactions are facilitated by microvilli shown to be 80nm in diameter and varying in length from 350nm to 1μm or longer 23, 24 . Similarly, lateral protrusions formed in melanoma cells have been documented to provide traction in a 3D environment in the absence of adhesion. 25 It was recently shown that spindle-shaped cells in 3D gel matrices maintain cell polarity and directed migration by forming limited numbers of lateral protrusions, 26 which are attributed to restriction in α5β1-integrin to the leading edge 15, 27 , and activating RhoA laterally to inhibit Rac1-induced protrusions. [27] [28] [29] Overall, the utility of lateral protrusions remains poorly understood, as classic 2D culturing methods limit the formation of lateral protrusions, while 3D gels lack the homogeneity and topographic patterning needed to study the role of fiber geometry on protrusion frequency, morphology, and dynamics. To partially remedy this, we recently used orthogonal arrangement of fibers of mismatched fiber diameters to constrain cell migration along large diameter fibers while studying lateral protrusions of various shapes and sizes. We observed these formed in an integrin-dependent manner on small diameter fibers 30, 31 . Here, using aligned and suspended fiber nanonets that also act as force sensors 32, 33 , we report the identification of force exerting side protrusions termed 'perpendicular lateral protrusions (PLPs)'. We quantitatively show that anisotropic ECMs promote production of PLPs to enable fibroblastic cell contraction, explaining the single cell/ECM physical characteristics of desmoplastic expansion.
RESULTS

Twines emerge from actin ruffles and engage neighboring fibers
On suspended and aligned fibers, we observed that elongated cells formed filamentous lateral protrusions (primary twines) that swung freely in 3D until they effectively attached to neighboring ECM fibers. Subsequently, we observed initiation and formation of secondary twines that transitioned to formation of a twine-bridge, composed of primary and secondary twines, oriented perpendicular to cell body. We observed a sheet-like structure formed to fill the gap between the twines to form "perpendicular lateral protrusions" (PLPs, Figure 1 , and Movie M1). The PLPs were capable of exerting forces that enabled cells to spread in the transverse direction and deflect the neighboring fiber, suggestive of cellular contraction perpendicular to main cell body axis.
To quantitatively describe the formation of PLPs, we first inquired if lateral protrusions could form in the elongated cells, and asked if they exhibited a characteristic morphology. For this we used the previously described non-electrospinning Spinneret based Tunable Engineered Parameters (STEP [34] [35] [36] ) method to fabricate anisotropic/aligned fibers. These could also serve as force sensing nanonets, as we described previously 32, 37 . We followed, in real-time, the protrusions of different cell lines to examine which if any behavior were unique to fibroblastic cells ( immortalized murine (C2C12, embryonic fibroblast (MEF), and well-established NIH-3T3) and human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) as well as Hela cells) (Supplementary figure S1 and Movies M2-M5). All cell types acquired an elongated shape, as expected, while continuously forming twines (Figure 1) . The twines were located lateral to the long axis of the cell and found to originate from membrane ruffles that resembled previously described cyclic actin waves 38 . The membrane ruffles spiraled about the fiber axis (Figure 2A and Movie M6) and advanced at 6.58 μm/min (n=30), similar to the actin polymerization rates reported in the literature (7.20-8.73 μm/min). 39 The ruffles extended beyond the main cell body and stratified into denser independent twines ( Figure 2B and Movie M7) presumably due to folding-over and buckling. 40 The twines were found to grow in length and swing freely (in 3D) similarly to reported angular rotations of filopodia, [41] [42] [43] [44] which enabled engagement to neighboring fibers. The attachment to neighboring fibers occurred rapidly following contact between the twine and the neighboring fiber ( Figure 2C and Movie M8). 
Discreet steps in the formation of perpendicular lateral protrusions (PLPs)
We characterized the evolution of individual primary twines into PLPs. Using real-time phase microscopy of living cells, we observed the formation of primary twines, secondary twines, and twinebridges (Movie M9).The maturation of these into force-exerting PLPs occurred in seven characteristic steps ( Figure 3A(a,b) ): (i) Cells stretch, on anisotropic extracellular fibers ('base fibers'), and achieve an elongated morphology parallel to the fiber orientation.
Step (ii) The base fibers serve as anchors enabling the cell to probe for neighboring fibers by extending rigid (see below) "probing twines" lateral protrusions that lunge outwards and sway from their base to encounter and engage with the neighboring fiber ( Figure  2c) .
Step (iii) Cell extends a triangular lamellum anchored between the primary twine and the base fiber.
Step (iv) From the lamellum, one or more 'secondary twines' are formed similar to folding and buckling driven stratification of membrane ruffle described in Figure 2 .
Step (v) Secondary twines are defined and reach towards the neighboring fiber. When at least one makes contact and adheres to the neighboring fiber, which has a primary twine attached to it, the two twines act as anchors, and the original lamellum begins to fill in the space between the main cell body at the base fiber and the neighboring fiber, thus forming a suspended 'twine-bridge' (Figure 3B) .
Step (vi) After the twine bridge completely fills the space between the two twines, the cell body (at the base fiber) and the neighboring fiber (forming an 'interfiber lamellum'),
FIGURE 3. Discreet steps in formaiton of force exerting perpendicular lateral protrusions (PLPs). (A) a)
Cartoons showing the process of forming force-exerting perpendicular lateral protrusions (PLPs). Cells attached to fibers form filamentous twines that engage with with neighboring fiber (i). Subsequently, actin lamellum grows along the base of twine from cell body (ii) followed by formation of secondary twines (iii). Engagement of secondary twine with neighboring fiber leads to formation of a suspended twine-bridge (iv) that facilitates advancement of the lamellum that generates a suspended interfiber lamellum (v). Over time (~minutes), the interfiber lamellum broadens and applies contractile forces causing neighboring fiber tocontract inwards, thus creating force exerting PLPs(vii). Phase images in green and red (dashed) boxes depict two sample cases of PLPs in steps (i-vi). the twine-bridge widens with a classic hour-glass shape to attain an early PLP (timepoint 6 minutes in Figure 1 ). Step (vii) As the PLP widens/matures, it applies inward contractile forces, thus deflecting the neighboring fiber. The original neighboring fiber can now serve as a new base fiber, thus perpetuating fibroblastic expansion and increased cellular contraction. Surprisingly, we found that these seven steps in PLP formation were not isolated occurrences and importantly were unique to aligned fiber networks (see below).
Actin-based development of PLPs, and dependence on fiber orientation
Filopodial extensions and their transition to lamellipodial structures are well-known to be driven by actin dynamics at the leading edge. We inquired if the twine-PLP transition was also actin-based ( Figure  4) . We recorded the growth rate of primary twines as they emerged from actin-rich ruffles and found them to extend at ~0.1 μm/s, which matches the reported kinetics of filopodia extension rates (~0.12-0.2 μm/s 45 ). After engagement with neighboring fibers, the primary twines continued to grow at rates similar to -those prior to engagement (inset in Figure 4a ). Next, we analyzed the growth of lamellae to form the twine-bridges and found that they advance at the rate of ~0.1 μm/s (Figure 4b) , similar to actin polymerization rates (~0.12-0.14 μm/s). 39 We saw that twine-bridges could mature into PLP structures that exert contractile force as they broadened. We measured the width of twine-bridges halfway along their span length and found them to widen at ~0.028 μm/s (Figure 2a(vii) ), which matched the actin retrograde flow rates in the lamellipodial tip (~0.008-0.025 μm/s) but were much faster than flow rates reported in lamella (~0.004-0.008 μm/s). 46 Overall, our measurements of twine, lamellum and twine-bridge widening rates suggested that twine-PLP transitions are similar to actin-based filopodial-lamellipodial transitions.
Next, we recorded that twines and PLPs of varying lengths (5-35 µm) formed along the entire length of the cell body (Figure 5a) . Intriguingly, we found that twines were attached to neighboring fibers over a wide range of angles, but the ensuing PLPs were primarily oriented orthogonal to the parent cell body (Figure 5b) . We also inquired if the spatial organization of twines and PLPs were specific to cells attached to anisotropic fiber networks. We constructed fiber networks with three more designs (hexagonal, angled, and with crosshatches) and recorded the number of twines (length ≥ 3 µm) forming in each fiber category. We found that the greatest twine formation per cell over a two-hour period (imaged every two minutes) occurred in elongated cells with high aspect ratios (observed on anisotropic and hexagonal structures, Figure 5c ). Since twines were attaching to neighboring fibers in all categories, we calculated the number of PLPs formed from these attached twines (Figure 5d) . Not surprisingly, we found that, on average, nearly half of engaged twines transitioned to PLPs in cells attached to anisotropic parallel fibers, whereas for all other fiber networks, we rarely encountered the formation of PLPs. Altogether, our data demonstrate that the maximum number of actin-based twines are formed in elongated cell shapes, but the transition of these twines to force-exerting PLPs almost exclusively occurs in anisotropic fiber arrangements. It is now well-appreciated that cells in vivo and in 3D interstitial ECM exert contractile forces on the neighboring fibrous environments either by pushing or tugging at individual fibers. 18, 47, 48 We observed that twines that transitioned to broad PLP structures, resembling lamellipodia, were similarly able to pull neighboring fibers inwards towards the cell body, allowing cells to spread on multiple fibers. Thus, we inquired as to the development of forces in PLPs, and the resultant migratory and force response of cells as they spread from three to four and five fibers using PLPs.
Forces of twine-bridges and PLPs
First, we quantitated the forces exerted by both twines and PLPs using Nanonet Force Microscopy (NFM 32,37 , Figure 6A ) through the establishment of tension-bearing force vectors directed towards the cell body. Specifically, the vectors originate at the paxillin attachments and point along the membrane curvature in twine-bridges and PLPs. For twine-bridges less than 6 µm in width, a single force vector pointing vertically towards the parent cell body was assigned, while two force vectors on either side of twine-bridges were assigned for sizes greater than six μm. We classified the ability of twines to exert force if they deflected the neighboring fibers ≥2 μm. Forces were estimated using a custom finite-element model that minimized the difference between experimental data (measured fiber displacement profile) and model prediction (Figure 6a(i)). Our analysis revealed that twines angled from the parent cell body could apply forces for only a brief period, which prevented their maturation into broad lamellipodial PLP structures (Figure 6a(ii) ). However, we found that angled twines could transition to force exerting PLPs when the angle transitioned close to 90 degrees due to the movement/shifting of the cell body. Immunostaining for f-actin stress fibers within the lateral protrusions showed that the stress fibers in twine-bridges were oriented along the length of the twinebridge, and those in broad PLPs were oriented along the axis of the parent cell body (yellow arrows in Figure 6a(iii) ). Force generation increased with twine-bridge width (W, measured at the middle of span length and shown in the cartoon in Figure 6a(iv) ), and for PLPs of widths greater than 10 µm, we observed a sharp increase in force generation, presumably due to well-defined organization of stress fibers and their alignment with the parent cell body. Overall, our force analysis indicates that transition of f-actin stress fiber orientation from orthogonal (in twines and twine-bridges) to in line with cell elongation axis (in PLPs) indicates that a neighboring fiber will become a new base fiber for further cell spreading, while inward cell contraction, pooling the extracellular fibers towards the cell body, was achieved.
Next, since cells were using PLPs in anisotropic cell migration to spread onto neighboring fibers, we inquired how the inside-out contractile state of cells changed when they spread from 3 to 4 and 5 fibers (Figure 6B(i) ). For the calculation of forces applied by cells, we approximated a strategy of using a single force vector that originated at the site of paxillin focal adhesion clustering (FAC) and pointed along the dominant f-actin stress fiber (Figure 6B(ii) ). We chose this strategy because our previous studies indicated that cells attached to ~250 nm diameter fibers formed focal adhesion clusters (FAC) at the poles. 32 We quantified the transient change in stress fiber angles as cells migrated and observed that stress fibers maintain their relative positions (Figure 6C(i,ii), Supplementary figure S2 and Movie M10) . Overall, stress fibers were found on average to be angled between 8-11 degrees (Figure 6C(iii) ). The overall contractile force was computed by summation of the individual forces acting at the adhesion clusters ( = ∑ ). Cells spread on 5 fibers exerted higher forces (~505 nN), and as a consequence had statistically lower migration rates compared to those on 3 (~282 nN) or 4 fibers (~451 nN) (Figure 6D) . We found that cells attached to fibers had a symmetric distribution of forces with the highest contractility driven by fibers at the outermost boundaries of cells (Supplementary figure S3 ).
DISCUSSION and CONCLUSIONS
It has long been thought that scarring in wound healing and desmoplastic fibrotic ECM in cancer share similar origins, and newer findings point to fibroblasts as key culprits. Aligned extracellular fibers in these environments allow metastatic invasion and persistent cell migration. In contrast, the physiologically normal stroma is naturally randomly oriented and tumor suppressive [49] [50] [51] . Strategies to ablate the culprit cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAF) have indeed reduced stroma but offered no benefit to pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) patients 52 , or in some cases even dangerously promoted cancer progression 53, 54 . Thus, there is growing appreciation for "stroma normalization," i.e. reinstitution of physiological ECM, and not its elimination, that is expected to impart clinical benefit 50, [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] . A direct route to achieve stroma normalization is first understanding the biophysical links that perpetuate desmoplastic expansion, and second developing informed intervention strategies that dissuade this expansion. In this study, we describe a new functional role of anisotropic environments, which enable elongated fibroblasts to spread and contract thus continually fueling desmoplastic expansion. We show for the first time that fibroblastic cells can form contractile force-generating perpendicular lateral protrusions (PLPs) anywhere along the length of their body that contract neighboring fibers.
PLPs are formed in an orchestrated chain of events starting from actin ruffles that give rise to primary twines, which resemble microspikes and filopodia. Twines lunge and attach to neighboring fibers in a matter of seconds, which is in agreement with a recent study showing fibroblasts adhering to fibronectin in ≤ 5s in an α5β1 integrin-dependent manner. 60 While microspikes and filopodia rarely exceed lengths of ~10 μm, 61 the lengths of the twines observed here had a wide distribution ( a short ~ 5 μm to an extremely long ~ 35 μm). To the best of our knowledge, filopodia of such long lengths have been reported only in sea urchin embryos. 62 Filopodia in cells cultured on 2D substrates localize to the leading edge, and can transition to broad lamellipodial structures. Filopodia-lamellipodial transitions that occur at sides of cells cultured in 2D are usually associated with cell turning. In contrast, we discovered filopodia-like twines, formed in cells cultured onto anisotropic extracellular fibers, are oriented orthogonal to the parent cell, and their transition to lamellipodial PLP does not trriger a change in direction of cell migration. Instead, PLPs apply inward contractile forces that enable the cell to stretch in lateral directions, resulting in an overall elongated cell shape over an increased number of "pulled inward" fibers.
The parallel fibers used in our method mimic the aligned ECMs produced by cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs) in vitro, and the TACs2/3 fiber configurations in vivo, known to enable CAF activation 11, 63 . The inter-fiber spacing (~10 µm) used in our study mimics those measured by the fibroblastic cell-derived ECM models and single harmonic generation (SHG) imaging of patient samples 7, 9, [63] [64] [65] [66] . In vitro, at larger inter-fiber spacing 67, 68 , cells attach to single fibers in spindle morphologies with limited instances of twine formation, akin to the behavior reported in elongated spindles in 3D gels 15 . However, the formation of PLP was similar to those observed in cells spread on multiple fibers. We also used three different fiber architectures: hexagonal, angled and crosshatched, to determine the efficacy of network designs in the formation of PLPs. Parallel and hexagonal networks support persistent cell migration in elongated shapes, while angled and crosshatched networks induce spread shapes and random migration. Elongated cell shapes on hexagonal and parallel networks form the maximum number of twines that can engage with neighboring fibers. However, only parallel fibers have the propensity to support formation of forcegenerating PLPs. Thus, we emphasize that ECM architecture and elongated cell shape are key physical determinants of PLP formation that is potentially needed for desmoplastic expansion.
Using parallel fibers also allowed us to use them as force sensors. While individual filopodia have been shown in the past to exert forces (~2nN) 69 , here using NFM we quantitate the transient force response of twines resembling thin to thick lamellipodia capable of exerting higher forces (tens of nano Newtons), thus providing the necessary support for cells to spread onto neighboring fibers. The increase in force generation in PLPs coincides with their increase in width (Figure 6a(iv) ), which is correlated with the presence and spatial organization of f-actin stress fibers. Correlating the alignment of f-actin stress fibers with activation of phosphorylated focal adhesion kinase (pFAK) at adhesion sites on neighboring fibers will provide further evidence of in vivo-like CAF 3D adhesion formation and cells being activated to become force-generating myofibroblasts. 63 We emphasize that our method of force measurement establishes force vectors originating from adhesion sites and directed along f-actin stress fibers, in contrast to other methods where the force vectors are determined independently of stress fiber orientation [70] [71] [72] .
In conclusion, using NFM, we show in a reproducible and replicable manner that elongated cells on anisotropic fiber networks spread laterally while contracting through the formation of force-generating lateral protrusions. Our findings identify a new cell behavior that describes the missing biophysical link in the desmoplastic expansion of aligned/anisotropic (i.e., desmoplastic) ECM. Further study of the density, organization, and size of fibers, coupled with RhoGTPase signaling in PLPs, may provide intervention strategies to deter matrix-driven fibrous spread in cancers and chronic wounding diseases.
METHODS
Nanonet Manufacturing and Cell Culture:
The suspended polystyrene fibers were manufactured by the previously reported nonelectrospinning STEP technique. 35, 73 A network of small diameter parallel fibers (~250 nm) was deposited 5-7 µm apart upon a layer of base fibers (~ 1 μm) spaced 350 µm apart and fused at the intersections. The scaffolds were placed in glass-bottom 6-well plates (MatTek, Ashland, MA) and sterilized in 70% ethanol for 10 min. After two rounds of PBS wash, 50 μl of 4μg/ml of Fibronectin (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) was put on the scaffolds and incubated at 37°C for 30 min to facilitate cell adhesion. Bone Marrow-derived human Mesenchymal Stem Cells, (hMSCs; Lonza Inc, Basel, Switzerland) were cultured in supplemented growth medium (Lonza Inc) at 37°C and 5% CO2. Cells were seeded on the scaffolds by placing 50 μl droplets of 100,000 cells/mL on the suspended part, and 300 μl of media was placed around the well to prevent evaporation. After incubation for 2hr to facilitate attachment, two mL of supplemented growth medium was added to each well.
Time-Lapse Microscopy and Cell Force Calculations
Nanonets in 6 well plates were placed in an incubating microscope (AxioObserver Z1, Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany). Time Lapse movies were created by taking images at 20x at 3min or 40/63X at the 1second interval with an AxioCam MRm camera (Carl Zeiss). All measurements were performed using AxioVision (Carl Zeiss) and ImageJ (National Institute of Health, Bethesda, MD). Using beam mechanics, cell forces were estimated from experimentally obtained deflection of fibers. Briefly, an optimization algorithm is written in MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA) matched the experimental and computational finite-element fiber deflections to calculate forces at each time point (for details on model development, optimization algorithm and validation tests see supplementary information 33 ).
Immunohistochemistry and Immunofluorescence Imaging
Cells on fibers were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, permeabilized in 0.1% Triton X100 solution and blocked in 5% goat serum. Paxillin staining was done using primary rabbit anti-paxillin antibodies (Invitrogen) at a dilution of 1:250 and incubated at 4°C for 1h. Secondary goat anti-rabbit Alex Fluor 488 (Invitrogen) antibodies were incubated for 45 min at room temperature in the dark. F-Actin stress fibers were stained using Rhodamine Phalloidin. Cell nuclei were stained with 300 nM of DAPI (Invitrogen) for 5 min. The scaffolds were kept hydrated in 2ml PBS (phosphate-buffered saline) during imaging. Fluorescent images were taken using an Axio Observer Z1 microscope (Carl Zeiss). Actin live cell imaging was performed as per the manufacturer's instructions on using the reagent CellLight Actin-RFP, Bacman 2.0 (Invitrogen).
Statistical Analysis
Sample populations were tested for statistical significance using the Student's t-test and analysis of variance (ANOVA) for multiple group comparisons in GraphPad software (GraphPad Prism, California). Error bars represent standard errors. Values are reported as an average ± 1 SE. * denotes p-value ≤ 0.05, ** p-value ≤ 0.01, and *** denotes p-value ≤ 0.001.
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MOVIES
Movie 1: PLP formation in primary human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSC):
